INFOGR APHIC SERIES

Enterprise Information Technology as a Service (EITaaS) provides a foundation for digital
modernization to improve DOD’s cloud environment by taking advantage of new and
emerging technologies in a flexible consumption-based model. Unlike traditional IT, which
requires up-front purchase or licensing, EITaaS focuses on consolidation that allows
customers to consume and pay for IT services based on what they use.

EITaaS
Enterprise IT as a Service

¹The goal of the EITaaS transformation program is to enable joint,
all-domain operations through modern, stable and secure digital
infrastructure serving as the foundation for future joint warfighting.

With a vision to the future, EITaaS will drive game-changing behaviors to enhance mission readiness, improve user experience, establish
cybersecurity standards using worldwide commercial business services across the Army and Air Force. As a result, our armed forces can focus on
improving their capabilities and quality of life for our warfighters.

HOW 1901 GROUP DELIVERS EITaaS

from the Enterprise IT Operations Center (EITOC)

Enterprise IT Operations Center

PEOPLE

PROCESS

24x7 support from highly trained
& certified teams

TOOLS

Proven, repeatable, and FedRAMP
authorized processes

1901 Group In³Sight platform
monitors, manages, and reports

1901 Group delivers EITaaS from our FedRAMP authorized
EITOC based on Service Level Agreements (SLAs) using
In³Sight™ management platform to monitor, manage,
provision, secure, and report. 1901 Group conducts a
Transition-To-Operations (TTO) to perform managed
services that includes elastic engineering, resource
utilization, cost optimization, and IT security best practices
as equal parts of the continual service improvement
process, which have proven to reduce a federal agency’s
monthly cloud spend up to 25%.

1901 Group EITOC
Cloud Factory
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In³Sight Platform

In³Sight
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CUSTOMER BENEFITS OF 1901 GROUP EITaaS

Increased Mission Focus

Improved User Experience

Standardized Cybersecurity

Allows teams to focus on agency
missions versus supporting IT tasks
that can be handled more
effectively with EITaaS

Reduces associated workload and
user pressures/risks by shifting IT
responsibility to the EITaaS provider

FedRAMP authorized delivery
model organizes, documents,
monitors, and maintains itself
consistently and predictably

Innovative IT Services

Up-Skilled Workforce

Simplified IT Operations

By consolidating services through a single
managed service provider, EITaaS can better
enable the integration of emerging
technologies for the 21st century network

Staff traditionally assigned to IT tasks
can be freed up to perform high-value
tasks and critical skills training

EITaaS eliminates IT inefficiencies caused by
disparate legacy systems by consolidating
services into one bucket – allowing for rapid
adoption on new technologies
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